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**One has to follow the trend and see the price only at closing. This is not for Intra day trading.

SPICES

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2  Trend

OILSEEDS

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2  Trend

OTHER COMMODITIES

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2  Trend

Kapas(Apr) 28-04-2023 1548.83 1560.67 1581.83 1593.67 1614.83 Down

Cocud (Mar) 20-03-2023 2442.67 2487.33 2528.67 2573.33 2614.67 Down

Cocud (Apr) 20-04-2023 2469.67 2509.33 2552.67 2592.33 2635.67 Down

Guar seed (Mar) 20-03-2023 5623.67 5653.33 5696.67 5726.33 5769.67 Down

Guar seed (Apr) 20-04-2023 5672.67 5703.33 5749.67 5780.33 5826.67 Down

Guar gum (Mar) 20-03-2023 11706.33 11798.67 11942.33 12034.67 12178.33 Down

Guar gum (Apr) 20-04-2023 11820.00 11920.00 12070.00 12170.00 12320.00 Down

Mentha Oil (Mar) 31-03-2023 1029.47 1033.33 1038.87 1042.73 1048.27 Down

Mentha Oil (Apr) 28-04-2023 1041.50 1045.20 1050.60 1054.30 1059.70 Down

Castor seed Mar) 20-03-2023 6301.33 6360.67 6409.33 6468.67 6517.33 Sideways

Castor seed (Apr) 20-04-2023 6228.00 6282.00 6360.00 6414.00 6492.00 Down

Coriander (Apr) 20-04-2023 6862.00    6,900.00    6,960.00    6,998.00    7,058.00  Down

Coriander (May) 19-05-2023 6945.33 6982.67 7039.33 7076.67 7133.33 Down

Jeera (Mar) 20-03-2023 30093.33 30366.67 30723.33 30996.67 31353.33 Up

Jeera (Apr) 20-04-2023 30311.67 30623.33 31011.67 31323.33 31711.67 Up

Turmeric (Apr) 18-04-2023 6806.00 6860.00 6948.00 7002.00 7090.00 Sideways

Turmeric (May) 18-05-2023 6918.67 6959.33 7034.67 7075.33 7150.67 Sideways
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Market Update 

Spices

Turmeric NCDEX Apr futures are expected to trade down with surging arrival pressure 

at major trading centers. Arrival pace has picked up in benchmark Nizamabad market 

as about 22000-26000 is being arrived on daily basis. Similarly, Arrivals in Sangli, 

Selam, Erode has also improved that will put pressure on prices. However, cumulative 

arrivals at major mandies have been down by about 60% Y-o-Y in Mar’23 due to bleak 

production in year 2023. Turmeric Apr contract is expected to slip towards the support 

of 6600 and will honor the resistance of 7300 in near term.

Jeera NCDEX Apr futures are likely to trade sideways to down due to increased supply 

condition. Fresh arrivals have increased in Unjha market of Gujarat and likely to surge 

up in Rajasthan as well. About 55000-60000 bags are being arrived on daily basis. Yield 

has been good in Rajasthan that will lead to rise in production in Rajasthan 

significantly. Total production is estimated to increase by 28% Y-o-Y to 384 thousand 

tonnes in year 2023 as Federation of Indian Spices Stakeholder. Jeera prices are likely 

to trade in range of 29900-33000.

Dhaniya NCDEX Apr prices are expected to trade on negative note due to improved 

supplies in Rajasthan.  Overall production of Dhaniya is estimated to be higher by 

18%-20% that will reflect as sharp rise in arrivals in mar-Apr.  Demand has been 

subdued as major buyers and spices millers are avoiding bulk buying with rising 

supplies of new arrivals in major mandies. However, there is weather risk to crop as 

above normal temperature Rajasthan in Mar will lead early ripening of crop that will 

affect the yield and harvesting activities adversely. Dhaniya NCDEX Apr Prices are likely 

to trade in range of 6500-7200.

Cotton/Kapas prices are likely to remain under pressure today due to sluggish 

industrial demand. Export has dropped significantly due to low international demand, 

as Indian cotton prices are looking uncompetitive at this level.  Higher prices of Indian 

cotton may result in a record low of cotton exports at just 30 lakh bales this year as 

compared to 45 lakh bales of last year. Despite an increase in production compared to 

last year,  exports will reach historic lows. From October 2022 to February 2023, our 

cotton exports were only about 8 lakh bales, the lowest in recent years. Higher 

production outlook of cotton and heavier stocks with farmers is likely to pull down the 

prices further. Kapas Apr NCDEX prices are likely to trade in range of 1540-1610. MCX 

cotton is likely to trade in range of 61000-63000.

Guar seed Apr futures are likely to trade on weaker note due to subdued demand at 

local market. Season export demand of gum is likely to be limited in March that will 

keep major buyers away from bulk buying of guar. Guar seed prices are facing strong 

resistance near 5900 and likely to slip towards 5400 in near term. Similarly, Guar gum 

prices are likely to trade in range of 11500-12700.

Mentha oil Mar contract is expected to trade higher on weaker production outlook for 

upcoming season. Lower sowing numbers and improved export demand is likely to 

support firmness in prices. Sowing has started in UP and sowing numbers are lower as 

compared to last year due to adverse weather condition. Above normal temperature in 

northern part of India is likely to affect the sowing activities adversely. Supplies have 

been tighter due to offseason period of arrivals. Prices may witness upside recovery 

with support of 1020 and will honor the resistance of 1070 in near term.

Castor seed Mar prices are expected to trade sideways to lower due to adequate 

supplies in the market. Daily arrivals have increased wherein crushing demand is still 

poor due to sluggish export of castor oil.  Sluggish export demand is still a major 

concern for castor oil traders as domestic stocks are surging up with fall in export. 

Castor oil export has slumped 16% Y-o-Y to 581.75 thousand tonnes during Jan-

Dec’22. Going forward, castor seed prices are likely to trade in range of 6100-6600.
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Other Commodities

Cardamom Vandanmendu 1460.00 1476.00 -1.08%

Coriander Kota 6938.00 6990.00 0.75%

Jeera Unjha 30674.90 30272.90 1.33%

Turmeric Nizamabad 6984.75 6862.05 1.79%

Cocud Akola 2632.95 2659.45 -1.00%

Cotton Kadi 29759.55 29640.05 0.40%

Guar Seed Jodhpur 5742.00 5666.85 1.33%

Wheat Delhi 2412.50 2413.85 -0.06%

Chana Delhi 5299.00 5343.80 -0.84%

CPO  Kandla 884.30 895.20 -1.22%

RM Seed Jaipur 5591.90 5616.65 -0.44%

Refined Soy oil Mumbai 1090.00 1110.00 -1.80%

Soybean Indore 5500.80 5521.25 -0.37%
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